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Abstract As a kind of medical service around people, community health care is closely
related to peoples lives, and thus it has also been placed higher requirements. In the face of
growing community medical needs, the construction and development of community medi-
cal Internet of things is imminent. Subsequently, massive multi-type of medical data which
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contain all kinds of user identity data, various types of vital signs data and other sensitive
information are generated. Such a large scale of data in the transmission, storage and access
process is facing the risk of data leakage. To effectively protect the privacy information of
patients, an infrastructure framework for privacy protection of community medical Internet
of things is proposed. It includes transmission protection based on multi-path asymmetric
encryption fragment transmission mechanism, storage protection using distributed symmet-
ric encryption cloud storage scheme and access control with identity authentication and
dynamic access authorization. Through theoretical analysis and simulation experiments, it
is proved that the community medical data can be effectively protected.

Keywords Internet of things · Privacy protection · Encryption · Health care ·
Authentication

1 Introduction

As one of the most booming technologies, the Internet of things (IoT) was gradually applied
to various fields, especially in the field of health care. The rapid economic development has
led to the deterioration of the natural environment upon the survival of people’s health under
unprecedented threat. Various non-predictability of diseases have sprung up on the patients
so that patients’ illness makes it painful bring the demand for medical services growing.
However limited traditional medical service resources and uncertainty treatment time urge
people to start to look for better health services to make up for the lacking of available
resources.

Medical Internet of things (MIoT) is a specific “smart health care” implementation, more
simple to say, is a kind of applications of Internet of things technology in medical field.
In MIoT, due to the huge amount of heterogeneous medical data, extensive medical data
sources, and various identification information which involve user privacy, once medical
data loses or tampers, some privacy leakages resulting in catastrophic loss will occur. The
open nature of wireless medium may expose some privacies to a variety of unauthorized
users, and will result in insecure transmission, storage and access [37, 38]. As IoT is built
on the basis of the Internet [4, 13], security problems of the Internet will also show up
in MIoT.

How to ensure the security of such data has been always the focus of academic research.
Therefore, we propose an infrastructure framework for privacy protection of community
medical Internet of things (CMIoT). Our contributions are to provide CMIoT with privacy
protection in three aspects such as transmission protection based on multi-path asymmetric
encryption fragment transmission mechanism, storage protection using distributed symmet-
ric encryption cloud storage scheme and access control with identity authentication and
dynamic access authorization.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses some related works.
Section 3 describes the architecture of CMIoT. Transmission protection, storage protection
and access control in CMIoT are introduced in Sections 4, 5, and 6. Section 7 presents some
experimental and simulation results. The last section concludes the paper and lays out future
research issues.
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2 Related works

Since the concept of IoT was proposed, some scholars have tried to design its security
privacy protection methods. Encryption including symmetric and asymmetric encryption
is a common way of privacy protection. Popular encryption methods, e.g., DES (Data
Encryption Standard), RSA (Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonard Adleman), et al, are
used in many information systems and also can be used in CMIoT. However, we must con-
sider that there are many low speed, small capacity transmission nodes in CMIoT. Ning [20]
considered a variety of secure factors of IoT, and believed that there would be a tradeoff
between privacy strength and specific business needs. Namely, it needs to custom privacy
policy moderately on the basis of business needs as much as possible to protect users’ pri-
vacy. Therefore, some methods of data disorder with low configuration requirements are
also preferentially used to encrypt sensitive data.

2.1 General methods

Lamport [16] first proposed the safe way Hash function encryption to users. Ding [5] pro-
posed a kind of authentication protocol based on Hash function. Maeda [18] proposed two
schemes based on re-encryption in which one is to use the re-encryption authentication to
prevent location privacy leaks, and another is to use a one-time re-encryption to make RFID
tags anonymous. Wu [30] introduced the data protection methods using lightweight crypto-
graphic algorithms and a kind of ONS query mechanism under the condition of encrypted
search query in most IoT applications. Du [6] proposed a probabilistic key sharing scheme
suitable for WSNS to share. The same communication key exists between any two nodes
is P and security is not guaranteed. Song [23] studied the secure and reliable transmis-
sion scheme SPS based on Internet of Things. He presented a cooperative transmission
mechanism and the rate selection algorithm based on the channel state in order to transmit
data effectively and reliably. Kothmayr [15] proposed an end-and-end mutual authentica-
tion mechanism of IoT based on DTLS protocol. The mechanism is based on the existing
Public-key encryption algorithm, which is vulnerable to suffer from middle attack because
of no three session process. Groce [8] introduced a provably secure PAKE protocol stan-
dard model. However there is no trusted third party so as to result in non-universal about
the presented protocol.

Ma proposed a point-to-point authentication and secure transmission protocol [17] based
on Hash functions and block cipher. A secure transmission method which may be fit on
the IoT has been mentioned in [31]. The trusted third party would be adopted while two
parties would be authenticating, and therefore the scheme would be not universal in terms
of the complex Web environment. In secure model of IoT, there is a common problem in
the application, and there involves a variety of mixed-format electronic medical records and
other patient data in MIoT. However, those methods which we have discussed above cannot
fit the field. When data are transferred, stored or accessed, data attacking and data leaking
will cause our privacy information to be illegally obtained.

Taking into account the special nature of CMIoT, in [32], privacy data is divided into
two categories such as enforcing data privacy and user privacy over outsourced database
service so as to achieve the classified protection of user privacy information. In a large
number of electronic archives security and privacy protection schemes, Hong [9] proposed
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a very effective protection scheme for electronic health records based on SOA with SSL,
WS-Security, and personal access control technology. Venkatasubramanian [24] proposed
a key agreement PSKA based on physiological signal information, providing guarantee for
secure communication between nodes in wireless body area network.

2.2 Transmission protection

In CMIoT, data is mostly transmitted through wireless communication, easier to be inter-
cepted. In view of the limited capacity of the sensor or communication system, the method
of privacy protection of data is mostly based on the lightweight encryption algorithm [29].
Du [6] proposed a probabilistic key sharing scheme suitable for WSNS, and however if
the probability of the same communication key between any two nodes was P, the security
would be not guaranteed. Song et al [23] designed the rate selection algorithm based on the
current channel state and the mechanism of multi-party cooperative data transmission.

About authentication before transmission, some schemes, e.g., Hwang’s [12] two-way
authentication scheme between nodes, Peyravian’s [21] authentication scheme based on
Hash function, Wang’s [27] two way anonymous password authentication scheme, and
Kothmayr’s [15] end to end two-way authentication mechanism for IoT based on DTLS
protocol using the existing public key encryption algorithm, have been proposed. How-
ever in these methods, there were no three session process and vulnerable to the middle
attack. Groce [8] studied and proposed a protocol that could be proved secure in the
general model, and however there was no assumption of a trusted third party and the pro-
tocol was not universal. Forsstrom [7] studied the security issues of intelligent terminals
in the Internet of things through a variety of heterogeneous network architecture, and a
distributed verification system based on MediaSense platform was proposed to ensure the
security of the communication between smart terminals. We had also proposed a disturb-
ing data transmission mode [36] for privacy protection on massive streaming categorical
information.

Unfortunately, for all these IoT security transmission models, there are some problems
in their application, e.g., many kinds of mixed format data including patient’s electronic
medical record and so on in MIoT.

2.3 Storage protection

Data storage faces a paradox: encryption data cannot be efficiently processed, and the secu-
rity and privacy of non encrypted data can not be guaranteed. Therefore, it is urgent to need
a kind of effective privacy protection method to ensure the safety of medical data storage
in the controllable range. Ateniese [1] proposed a distributed data secure storage scheme in
which data is encrypted using the symmetric keys, and the symmetric keys are encrypted
using public key. However, there exists the risk of collusion between the malicious server
and malicious users, leading to the disclosure of the file encryption key. Vimercati [25] pro-
posed a method for secure storage of data by a non trusted server key derivation method,
in which each file is encrypted with a symmetric key, each user has a private key, and in
order to authorize, data owners create public tokens for users so that authorized users can
use their private key to derive the decryption key of the specified file from the tokens.
The key number of the scheme is too large and the complexity of the operation is linear
with the number of users so as unable to effectively extend. Kamara [14] studied a kind
of abstract public cloud storage encryption framework composed of data processing mod-
ule, data verification module, token generation module and credential generation module,
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in which the storage data controlled by the owner is authorized to be accessed via token
token generated by the token generator and to be decrypted through credentials generated
by credential generator, and their security is controlled by the password mechanism. The
data protection technology based on VMM is proposed in [10] where the operating system
and the distributed file system are isolated to protect data security by using the Daoli virtual
security monitoring system and the SSL secure transmission module. A kind of homomor-
phic encryption algorithm [11] is designed to realize data encryption and decryption with
mixed operations of cector and matrix operation, supports for fuzzy retrieval of encrypted
data, and can be better to perform the homomorphic addition and subtraction operation. The
downside of this approach is the low efficiency in cipher text retrieval and homomorphic
multiplication/division.

Wang [28] studied and proposed a secure storage of outsourced data in the cloud environ-
ment. In the method, the storage efficiency is improved by dividing the file into blocks and
the data security is ensured for each data block using a different key encryption. Because
of the need to spend a lot of cost data encryption and key management, the scheme has a
lot of problems. A reliable data protection and destruction method with the help of a trusted
platform was proposed by Zhang [35]. He designed a virtual monitor as the trusted third
party responsible for monitoring and protecting the user’s privacy data, and destroying user
data in accordance with user requirements, even if the cloud server’s super administrator
can not bypass the protection of user privacy data. It is obvious that the method is too high
requirements for the reliability of the hardware and software, and the actual situation is dif-
ficult to meet. A storage model of cloud computing was designed in [19] where the trusted
third party server is responsible for the isolation of user privacy data and general data, and
thereby realizes the protection of user’s privacy information. However, in this scheme, when
the data is stored, the two times of data partitions and matrix operation make the storage
efficiency low so that it is difficult to use and expand on a large scale.

2.4 Access control

As a kind of storage media which can not controlled by users, cloud storage needs to be
ensured to access legally. In MIoT, a large number of diagnostic data of patients are gen-
erated each day and stored in the cloud server so that access control faces new challenges.
Users such as patients, doctors, and nurses can use mobile terminals for personal medical
data query including query for privacy data. Most of the data in the server are not encrypted.
We need to ensure that users access to the medical data storage server without disclosing
patient privacy data. Access control mechanism can authorize legitimate users to access
specific resources while denying access to illegal users. Authorization method is generally
divided into two categories including access control model and encryption mechanism. In
the access control model, different roles are divided according to the specific access poli-
cies. When data is accessed, the system can be controlled to be accessed or not through the
role of the visitor. The encryption data in the cipher mechanism can only be encrypted by the
authorized person having the corresponding key. Pirretti [22] put forward that in the encryp-
tion scheme based on attributes, the user attribute and the time stamp for this attribute were
added. The disadvantage of the scheme is that users need to regularly apply to the Certifica-
tion Center for the reuse of private keys, and before the end of time, user rights can not be
revoked. On the basis of the attribute-based scheme, Bethencourt [3] put forward the cipher
text strategy in which the identity of a user is represented as a collection of attributes, related
to the access control structure of encrypted data, so that users can decrypt them according to
attribute set related to user’s identity. ABE cipher text access control was addressed in [33]
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using dynamic changed strategies, but the execution efficiency is not high and the cost of
a single execution is very large. Yuen [34] proposed the identity as the encryption base for
encrypting users to resist information leakage, and Beato [2] proposed a user identity User-
name as the identity of the public key for encrypting the user’s privacy information stored
in the OSN network or shared with other users. All of them need to be improved in terms of
efficiency and security.

3 Community medical internet of things

The CMIoT is achieved in one community, as shown in Figure 1. In the CMIoT, using Zig-
Bee, blue-tooth or infrared communication technology, data from a sensor is sent toward the
nearest gateway belong to some place such as home, community public area, community
health center or hospital, and then the data is transmitted to the nearest community router
using WiFi or Ethernet communication technology. Through various routers, the communi-
cation link is built between the gateway and the cloud storage server in the community health
center through wireless and wired network. In the end, the cloud storage server provides the
resolved data to users with mobile terminals or PC terminals.

As shown in Figure 2, the CMIoT is mainly composed of three different sub-systems as
follows.

– Home subsystem.
It includes a sink gateway supporting ZigBee, blue-tooth, infrared andWiFi commu-

nication, some medical sensors such as blood pressure, blood oxygen, blood glucose,
heart rate, and ECG sensor, some actuators such as buzzer, indicator, DC motor, step-
ping motor, etc. used for alarm, display and control, and mobile terminals. These
sensors can collect users’ physical sign data and send them to the gateway so that latter
can take some measures and send them to the cloud storage server through the com-
munication link. Those data also can be sent to mobile terminals so that users can view

Figure 1 Deployment structure of community medical Internet of things
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Figure 2 Abstract structure diagram of community medical Internet of things

them or control some actuators. Of course, mobile terminals can also be used to access
the data stored on the cloud storage server. In a community, there are various of home
systems.

– Public area subsystem.
Besides the sink gateway, some sensors and actuators similar to the home subsys-

tem, some rehabilitation and fitness equipments connected with the sink gateway are
deployed in the public area subsystem. In a community, there are various of public area
systems.

– Community hospital subsystem.
There are some sink gate way, some medical sensors and actuators, some mobile

terminals and computers for doctors or nurses, some storage servers for cloud storage,
a management system in the CMIoT server, and some special medical instrument and
equipments. In this system, the main functions are storage management and access
control management.

4 Multi-path asymmetric encryption fragment transmission mechanism

4.1 Multi-path fragment transmission model

After collecting a set of medical data from medical sensors, the sink gateway will package
those data into a packet and then divide it into a group of split fragments using slice model
so that they can be transferred in split fragments through multiple paths built of routers as
shown in Figure 3. Assuming that the user’s information in a packet is M , and the number
of paths is n, the packet M composed of various medical information is divided into n

independent and interrelated numbered data fragments M1,M2, ..., Mn by the sink gateway.
After those data fragments are processed in a certain processing method, e.g., encryption,
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Figure 3 Multi-path transmission model

they are sent from the sink gateway. Each fragment which contains certain user information
is transmitted to the cloud storage server through respective communication links.

4.2 Gateway node registration and bi-directional authentication

In the multi-path asymmetric encryption fragment transmission mechanism, some data
transmission symbols are defined as shown Table 1.

4.2.1 Registration process

Before the normal data transmission is carried out, it needs to complete some initial opera-
tions including gateway node registration and three-party bi-directional authentication. The
gateway node G registers itself in the third party authentication server SA and set up the
authentication key in the cloud storage server SS as shown in Figure 4.

Table 1 The definitions of data transmission symbols

No. Symbol Definition

1 S Server node, e.g., authentication server SA and storage server SS

2 G Gateway node

3 IDG Gateway node identification

4 PWG Gateway node Password

5 H(x),HK(x) Strongly non-collision Hash function, and Hash function with key

6 RG Random number of gateway node

7 RS Random number of server node

8 SKG Private key of gateway node

9 PKG Public key of gateway node

10 SKS Private key of server node

11 PKS Public key of server node

12 eK(M) Encrypt M with K with some symmetric encryption algorithm

13 dK(M) Decrypt M with K with some symmetric decryption algorithm

14 ESK(M) Encrypt M with SK with some asymmetric encryption algorithm

15 DPK(M) Decrypt M with PK with some asymmetric decryption algorithm

16 KG−S Shared key between G and S
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Figure 4 Registration process

4.2.2 Gateway node

For the gateway node G, it runs as the following process.

Step 1: G delivers its identification code IDG and the Hash value of password PWG to
SA. To be clear, PWG is distributed to G by the administrator of SA in advance. It
continues to Step 2.

Step 2: After receive some feedback messages from SA, G will check its registra-
tion. If the message is NotV alid , it needs to modify its password so as to
send the registration request again or drops its registration. If the message is
RegistrationSuccess, it decrypts

x = eH(PWG)(SKG) (1)

gets
SKG = d(H(PWG)(x) (2)

stores SKG in its non volatile memory so as to make sure that this time of
authentication is completed. If the message is Registered, it needs to modify
its identification code so as to send the registration request again or drops its
registration.

4.2.3 Authentication server

For the third party authentication server SA, it runs as the following process.

Step 1: SA searches IDG in its registration dictionary, and contrasts H(PWG) to validate
IDG and PWG. If SA confirms the legitimacy ofG, it will go to Step 2. Otherwise,
it will send a message NotV alid to informing of G that the registration fails.
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Step 2: If SA checks the registration flag of G in its registration dictionary and finds that
G is not registered, i.e. the flag is NotRegistered , it will modify the flag to be
Registered, generate a pair of asymmetric keys 〈SKG,PKG〉 for G, securely
send a message RegistrationSuccess and eH(PWG)(SKG) to G , securely send
a message RegistrationNotif ication, IDG and EPKS

(PKG) to the cloud stor-
age server SS , and go to . Otherwise, it will only send a message Registered

to G.
Step 3: If a message RegistrationCompleted is received from SS , it stores IDG and

eH(PWG)(PKG) in SA and this time of authentication is completed.

For the cloud storage server SS , it runs as the following process.

Step 1: If it receives a message RegistrationNotif ication, IDG and

x = EPKS
(PKG) (3)

it decrypts x and gets

PKG = DSKS
(x) (4)

and stores IDG and PKG in its public key table of gateway nodes. Then it goes
to Step 2.

Step 2: It sends a message RegistrationCompleted to SA and this time of authentication
is completed.

4.3 Improved Diffie-Hellman key agreement mechanism

After completing the three party bi-directional authentication among G, SA and SS , G

obtains its private authentication key SKG, and SS obtains G’s public authentication key
PKG. For traditional Diffie-Hellman key agreement mechanism, when two parties involved
in key agreement are exchanging data, if the exchanged data are intercepted and captured,
the key negotiated by them may be guessed. Therefore making use of the two keys SKG

and PKG, G and SS can exchange encrypted data. Using the improved Diffie-Hellman key
agreement mechanism,G and SS will negotiate the transmission keys, which generation and
distribution process are elaborated as follows.

Step 1: A large prime number p is selected by G and SS , and g is selected as a generator
for the multiplicative group Z∗

p;
Step 2: G selects a secret integer x:

1 ≤ x ≤ p − 1 (5)

and calculates gx = gx mod P , and sends ESKG
(gx) to SS ;

Step 3: SS selects a secret integer y:

1 ≤ y ≤ p − 1 (6)

and calculates gy = gy mod P , and sends EPKG
(gy) to G;

Step 4: G decrypts

gy = DSKG
(EPKG

(gy)) (7)

calculates

KG−S = gx
y mod p (8)

Step 5: SS decrypts

gx = DPKG
(ESKG

(gx)) (9)
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calculates

KG−S = g
y
x mod p (10)

Step 6: G and SS share the same key KS−G, which is used to complete the key sharing
and ensure the uniqueness of the key for the data transmission.

4.4 Fragmented multi-path data transmission

According to the mentioned above,G and SS have accomplished their bi-directional authen-
tication and key agreement, and finally they can commonly share the session key KS−G.
To ensure the security of the data transmission process, G encrypts the the data M to
be transmitted with the key KS−G, and divides cipher-text into fragments to transfer
through multiple different paths. Multi-path data encryption and cipher-text transmission
are described as follows.

Step 1: Assuming that the data packet to be transmitted is M , G uses the key KS−G to
encrypt M , and gets the cipher-text

C = eKS−G
(M) (11)

Step 2: G divides C into sub data packets

C =
n⊎

i=1

Ci (12)

For every one of the sub data packets,G adds a session number Seq, sub-packet
identification i and time stamp Ti to them, and get the sub data packets as follows:

mi = 〈Ci, Seq, i, Ti〉(1 ≤ i ≤ n) (13)

Where Seq and i are used to restore the data by SS , and Ti is used to prevent replay
attacks. Then G calculates the message authentication code HKS−G

(Ci, Seq, i, Ti)

using the Hash functionH(x)with keys, so that SS can verify the message. Finally
on each selected path, G sends the message

Si = 〈Ci, Seq, i, Ti, HKSG
(Ci, Seq, i, Ti)〉 (14)

Step 3: For each sub data packet Si received

Si = 〈Ci, Seq, i, Ti, A〉 (15)

SS will extract the received authentication code A from Si , and also calculate
the authentication code

A′ = HKS−G
(Ci, Seq, i, Ti) (16)

If A = A′, then accept Si .
Step 4: After SS receives all of sub data packets S1, S2, ..., Sn, which are sent from G, SS

will reorganize the sub data packets and get the full cipher-text message

n⊎

i=1

Ci = C (17)

decrypt C and recover the data packet M

M = dKS−G
(C) (18)
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Table 2 Authentication
security analysis Security condition [12] [21] [27] [17] Multi-path

Prevent DoS attacking – Yes – Yes Yes

Prevent replay attacking – Yes Yes Yes Yes

Prevent dictionary attacking Yes Yes Yes – Yes

Prevent server forging Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Prevent gateway-node forging Yes – Yes Yes Yes

No public key mechanism Yes Yes – Yes Yes

Hash function Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

MAC function – – – Yes Yes

4.5 Transmission security analysis

For the data transmission protection in CMIoT, its security includes authentication security,
key agreement security and multi-path transmission security.

4.5.1 Authentication security

Before data transmitting, G has an authentication with SS and SA. If the two-party bi-
directional authentication do not entirely pass, SS will refuse to receive data so as to prevent
fake gateway nodes from forging transmission data, and G will refused send data so as to
avoid the phishing of the pseudo server node. Even if attackers steal the password table
of SA, they cannot crack the password because of the unidirectional characteristic of Hash
function. Therefore, it can effectively ensure the identity authentication for SA and G.

As shown in Table 2 where ”Yes” represents that the security condition is met, from the
implementation process, the above protocol takes advantage of Hash function and MAC to
become more efficient than Wang’s public key algorithm. MAC function is not referred in
Peyravian’s research, therefore Peyravian’s protocol cannot prevent gateway nodes forging.
Ma’s protocol cannot prevent dictionary attacking due to the data characteristic despite of
various means of attacking.

4.5.2 Key agreement security

In order to prevent the attacker intercepting a party data and forging new data for transmis-
sion when the two parties exchange data, the three-way handshake is brought into the key
agreement process for ensuring the correctness of the final key-agreement. In Table 3, “Yes”
represents that the security condition is met.

Table 3 Key agreement
security analysis Security condition Diffie-Hellman [31] Multi-path

Prevent replay attacking Yes Yes Yes

Forward security Yes Yes Yes

Integrity attacking Yes Yes Yes

Known key security Yes Yes Yes

Prevent wiretap attacking Yes Yes Yes

Prevent MITM attacking – Yes Yes

Three-way handshake – – Yes
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4.5.3 Multi-path transmission security

Compared to single path transmission mechanism, multi-path transmission can effectively
increase the difficulty of the attacker to obtain the complete data. After the server receives
the data, the data packet can be compared with the message authentication code. If they
are the same one, then the data will be added in the reorganization data packet, otherwise
discarded , so as to ensure the correctness and security of the data received. Assuming the
attacker has the ability to fake packets and the probability of intercepting a single packet is
P(0 < P < 1), for the single path mechanism and multi-path (n) mechanism, the probabil-
ity of the loss and forgery of data packet is P and P n, obviously P n < P , and the security
of multiplex transmission is ensured much more.

5 Distributed symmetric encryption cloud storage scheme

5.1 Distributed symmetric encryption cloud storage model

The Cloud storage server SS is composed of the storage control center and the file system.
After medical data generated by different systems and modules in CMIoT are transmitted
to the server node, they firstly enter the storage buffer for unified processing of the control
area in the storage module. The control center and the file system with a message queue
exchange information through a message channel. If they communicate successfully and
the current file system is free, the server can store the current data stream. Each file system
independently enjoys and controls the communication link in order to achieve the purpose
of distributed data storage.

As shown in Figure 5, at some point, there may be a large number of medical data to
enter the storage server so that the control area can not handle them immediately. At this
time, the server sends the data to the buffer storage buffer, and after the completion of the
current data processing tasks in the control area, the data is extracted from the buffer and
processed into the storage link. The control area immediately detects the current file system,
and once the idle file system is detected, the control area will store in order the buffer data
into the free file system through the message channel.

Figure 5 Storage server model
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Figure 6 Server security storage model

For each data stream, that is a message M , before coming to the storage server, it is
encrypted by the data source sender with the key KG−S , and then the control area decrypts
it. If the data stream after decryption is detected without finding illegal operations, the
storage control area uses its own symmetric key to encrypt the data stream, and store it to the
file system. The storage control area has a specific process to process data streams so that
the data stream is stored safely to the specified file system. Figure 6 is the server security
storage model.

5.2 Distributed symmetric encryption cloud storage scheme

After the storage server control area gets the data stream from the buffer, the server encrypts
the data stream with some key, and then generates a new encrypted data packet. Using
polling mode, the server queries whether the file system is idle or not, and stores the buffer
data to the idle file system step by step.
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Table 4 The symbol definitions
of data package No. Name Definition

1 Header Header of data file

Data Sequence Sequence No. of data stream

Data F ileNo File system No. of data stream

Data type Type of data stream

2 Body Body of data file

Data1 Data body 1 of data stream

Data2 Data body 2 of data stream

Data3 Data body 3 of data stream

3 Remark Remark

Data Length Length of data stream

Data En Alg Encryption algorithm

After the data stream enters the storage server, the control area of the storage server will
decrypt the data packet for distributed storage. The data packet includes three parts such as
Header , Body and Remark as shown in Table 4. Afterwards, the control area encrypt the
packaged data with some key, and through the data channel established between the control
area and the file system, using the data transmission mechanism based on transmission
response, in other words, once the data transmission is interrupted, the data packet will be
retransmitted, the control area stores all the data streams into distributed file systems as
shown in Figure 7.

5.3 Storage security analysis

5.3.1 Data integrity

The scheme is provided with a control area module and a memory module in the storage
server. The control area module is composed of a memory buffer and a control area. When

Figure 7 Process of server storage
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data flows into a storage server, if the control area is processing some previous storage
tasks, and unable to process incoming data stream in time, at this time the data stream will
be stored in the memory buffer, so that the control area can complete the current tasks and
turn to process current data storage. This ensures that a large amount of data can enter the
storage server at the same time without being lost.

When the control area processes the new coming data streams, it will detect whether the
storage modules of the file systems are idle or not, and once it finds a file system idle, it
will transfer the data stream in a timely manner through the dedicated message channel.This
avoids the situation that data can not be stored and may be lost due to unknowing whether
the file system is busy or not, and the data integrity is guaranteed.

When the control area detects whether the file systems are idle or not, it will commu-
nicate with the file system in the form of a message queue. The communication channel
between the control area and the file systems will not be blocked due to a lot of communi-
cation in a short time. It is very good to ensure the timely arrival of the feedback message
and the integrity of the feedback information.

5.3.2 Data security

Before entering the storage server, the data stream is encrypted by the sender, and then the
control area uses KG−S to decrypt the data and verifies its integrity. After that, the data is
encrypted with a symmetric key and stored into the corresponding file system. This ensures
the security of data in the process of arriving at the server and the file systems.

When a data stream is stored in some distributed file systems, it is interacted between
the user state and the kernel state. Therefore, data storage is completed with to I/O man-
ager and processed by a transparent encryption method. Once the data in the user state is
requested to access, the kernel will receive that request, conduct an access request process-
ing by verifying the role properties and finally complete data transmission in a transparent
decryption method. The whole data request and feedback process is transmitted through the
data encryption method. This avoids data concentration and also can protect the security of
data.

6 Access control with identity authentication and dynamic access
authorization

In addition to the transmission encryption and fragmentation mechanism addressed in
Section 4, in order to protect the security and integrity of the patient’s medical privacy data
storage, and share those data conveniently, it needs to dynamically manage the correspond-
ing access to medical privacy data using hierarchical and dynamic authorization.In the open
network environment, the access control of medical data mainly includes:

– Allow legitimate users (patients, doctors and nurses) to access their own data informa-
tion;

– Prevent illegal users from illegally accessing to medical privacy data files;
– Prevent legitimate users from unauthorized access to other user’s medical privacy data

information;
– Share locally the medical privacy data, allow patients to understand their health status

in a timely manner, allow health care workers to follow up the patient’s condition, so as
to promote the health and rapid development of the medical field.
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Figure 8 Abstract access control model

6.1 Fine grained access control model

By setting the user’s security access policy for the medical privacy data, using the security
and anti leak system in the open CMIoT Environment, the relationships among users, sen-
sitive data and permissions can be customized flexibly, and the access authority to sensitive
data can be managed dynamically. This involves several different types of access, e.g., nor-
mal access to medical privacy data by legitimate users, failure to access to sensitive data by
illegal users, and limited access to subset of data by semi legal users authorized by legitimate
users.

Figure 8 shows an abstract access control model for CMIoT, and some symbols are
defined in Table 5, where medical data include text data of diagnosis and treatment , patho-
logical documents, image files, etc., ri → rj represents that between two different users
ui and uj , ui in ri authorizes uj to access to the data which ui can access, ti � tj repre-
sents that between two different users ui and uj , ui authorize uj a time period from ti to
tj to access to the data where ui can access, and DR represents that when a user request
to access to the data in the storage server, according to the set of user’s roles and the set
of access permissions, the server will determine whether the user data request is reasonable
and whether or not to return the user data. Similar to [26], each user may be assigned one or
more roles, and each role can be assigned one or more privileges that are permitted to users
in the specified role.

In practical applications, the difference of users and the actual operating environment
needs to be taken into account. Assuming that there are two patients, e.g. PA and PB , two
doctors or nurses, e.g. DA and DB , Pa and PB are treated in the medical institution where

Table 5 The symbol definitions of access model

No. Symbol Definition

1 U = {ui |i = 1, 2, ..., m} Set of users that can access to medical data

2 R = {rj |j = 1, 2, ..., n} Set of roles that can access to medical data

3 F = {fi |i = 1, 2, ...n} Set of types of data in the storage server

4 P = {pi |i = 1, 2, ..., n} Set of access permissions owned by a role

5 A = {ri → rj |i, j = 1, 2, ...m} Set of access authorizations between users

6 T = {ti � tj |i, j = 1, 2, ..., m} Set of authorized time between users

7 DR = {dri |i = 1, 2, ..., n} Set of data requests
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Figure 9 Fine grained access control model

DA and DB works, and DA and DB are responsible for the two patients’ condition tracking
and nursing. As users in CMIoT, patients, doctors and nurses send their data access request
of medical data to the storage server with mobile terminals or PC terminals, and the storage
server verifies the legitimacy of request and return data if legal. Figure 9 shows the data
access methods and authorizations of patients, doctors and nurses. PA sends his or her data
request to the storage server with terminals so as to access personal basic information and
medical data from the storage server. PA can also authorize DA and DB to the medical data
of PA. The authorization between patients and doctors is a multi to multi mode. A patient
may authorize a number of doctors or nurses for medical data access and disease tracking,
and a doctor or nurse can also accept more than one patient’s authorization at the same time.
The authorization has an authorization cycle. Once the authorization expires, the doctor or
nurse will not be able to view the patient’s medical data.

6.2 Access control scheme

In the cloud storage environment of CMIoT, the access control policy of medical privacy
data mainly includes

– After a patient logins the cloud storage server, he or she may view his or her own
medical data , i.e. personal information, medical data, electronic medical record, PACS
image information.

– After a doctor or nurse logins the cloud server, he or she can view their own account
information and track the patient’s medical data. Under normal circumstances, he or
she can only can manage his or her own personal data without no right to access
a patient’s medical data. Once the patient authorizes an access permission to a doc-
tor or nurse by the authorization code, the doctor or nurse can view and track the
medical data of the patient through his or her own account in a certain authorization
period.
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Figure 10 Dynamic authorization

When medical data is accessed by different users, the cloud storage server will verify
the user’s permissions according to the user’s role and return the corresponding data to the
user according to the data request. This can be implemented through dynamic authorization
as shown in Figure 10. At the authorization stage, in order to ensure safety, patients are not
allowed to directly authorize the access permission to medical staff. Role and permission
are bound as the patient authorization data to be written to the server through the third party
data platform, and is sent to medical staff so that he or she can access to the cloud storage
server according to the role and permission.

During medical data access, different roles have different access permissions. However, a
role can provide other role the access permission through dynamic authorization. Assuming
that a patient has a role 1, a nurse has a role 2, a doctor has a role 3, the patient in role 1 has
the permission of direct access to his or her own medical data and the nurse can not access
directly to those data. That means that the nurse need an authorization. Likewise, the doctor
also needs to be authorized. Therefore, the patient can authorize the role 1 to the role 2 and
the role 3 so that the nurse and the doctor has the same permissions as the patient as shown
in Figure 11.

Figure 11 Access control process
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The mechanism provides convenience for medical staff in a certain period of time, and
makes the unauthorized medical staff can not view the patient data so as to avoid the risk
of patient medical data theft. This greatly protect the privacy of the patient’s medical data
in two aspects. one is operation permission control of medical privacy data file. Different
levels of users have different permissions for different sensitive data files. another one is
dynamic management of user access permissions. In case that a doctor is authorized by a
patient, he or she can access the patient’s electronic medical record, the history of medical
information and image information, etc.

6.3 Access control security analysis

The above access control scheme reaches the following effects:

– Users can access to the cloud storage server and query personal information through
their own user name and password. This can prevent illegal users from entering the
server to steal data.

– Legitimate users can log on the cloud server to view personal information and cannot
access non self data. This can prevent illegal users from abnormal access.

– Through the dynamic authorization mechanism, patients can register an authorization
code on the medical data so that once some medical staff has the same authorization
code, he or she can access those data within the effective time limit.

7 Experiment and simulation

In CMIoT, some medical sensors and devices are deployed indoors at home, and some
ones are deployed public area such as community public area, community health center or
hospital. In our test, they gather some information about people’s medical data including
blood pressure, blood oxygen, blood glucose, heart rate ,ECG (Electrocardiograph) data and
so on n ≥ 10 times each day. After packaging those data, the gateway will split them into
some fragments and send them to different wireless routers so that the latter can transmit
them father to the cloud storage server in the community health center with the wireless
communication link. In the meantime, users such as patients, doctors, nurses, managers and
so on can access to the medical data in the cloud storage server given in a specified role
with some specified permissions.

7.1 Security

According to the security analysis, the data packet will be transmitted to the gateway node
after authenticating between server node and gateway node. Assuming that the probability
of data stolen in single-path transmission is P(0 < P < 1), the probability in multi-path
transmission is P n, where n presents the number of paths. For ease of comparison, we
assume thatP ≥0.7 and n≤14, then, the simulation results are shown in in Figures 12 and 13.

Under three different packet loss rates, when there is only one transmission path, the
packet loss rate will not change. When the number of paths increases, the total packet loss
rate decreases with the increase of the number of paths. This shows that the packets got by
attackers account for a smaller proportion of the total data packets, the risk of information
leakage caused by data packet loss is much smaller, and the safety factor is much higher.
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Figure 12 Packet loss rate

7.2 Reliability

Assuming as follows:

– The length of the communication link from the terminal node to the server node is L,
and there are k unreliable nodes, then we conclude that the probability of effective node
is P = 1 − k/L.

– The terminal node and the server node locate in the position 0 and L + 1, and the
reliability of the information is R.

– A(1 ≤ x ≤ L − k) represents that the xth node in the communication link is the first
unreliable node.

– A′ represents that the first unreliable node is the xth node or the former node.
– P(x) represents the probability that the first unreliable node locates at the xth node in

the communication link.
– B represents that the identity of the sender is guessed correctly by the first unreliable.
– P(B | A′

B ) represents the probability that the unreliable node correctly infers the
message sender.

According to the assumptions above, the probability that the first unreliable node locates
at the xth node in the communication link is

P(Ax) = p(x−1)(1 − p) (19)

Then the probability that the first unreliable node locates at 1st or latter node is

P(A′
1) = (1 − p)

L−k∑

i=1

pi−1 = 1 − pL−k (20)
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Figure 13 Security of communication link

Therefore we can conclude:

P(B | A′
1) = 1 − p

1 − pL−k
(21)

We also can assume as follows:

– LAx(k ≤ x ≤ L) represents that the last unreliable node locates at the xth node in the
communication link.

– LA′
x represents that the last unreliable node locates at the xth node or the latter node.

– Pl(x) represents that probability that the last unreliable node locates at the xth node in
the communication link.

– Bl represents that the identity of the receiver is inferred correctly by the last unreliable
node.

– Pl(B | A′
B) represents the probability that the unreliable node infers the identity of the

receiver correctly.

According to the assumptions above, the probability that the last unreliable node locates
at the xth node in the communication link is

P(Ax) = (1 − p)pL−x (22)

The probability that the last unreliable node locates at the nth node or the latter node is

P(Ai
n) = (1 − p)

L∑

j=k

pL−j (23)
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Figure 14 Reliability of communication link

Therefore we can also conclude

P(Bl | A′
n) = 1 − p

1 − pL−k+1
(24)

To sum up, we can get that the reliability of the communication link is

R = P(B | A′
q) × P(Bl | A′

n)

= (1−p)2

(1−pL−k)×(1−pL−k+1)

(25)

In order to reflect more directly the influence of the reliability about data transmitting
with the impact of the length of the communication link and the probability of the node
which is attacked, we have a simulation as shown in Figure 14. It indicates that the reliability
decreases with the increase of the probability p of the unreliable nodes and the communi-
cation link length L. When p does not change, the greater L, the greater R, and this is in
line with the actual situation. Therefore, during data transmission, under the situation that
the length of the communication link is as small as possible, the multi-path transmission is
more secure.

8 Conclusions and future works

In this paper, we design an infrastructure framework on transmission protection, storage
protection, and access control for CMIoT. Firstly we takes the CMIoT as a standpoint,
and aims at the privacy data protection. For the transmission protection, we summarize
upon three aspects, authentication, communication key agreement and multi-path security
transmission. Considering of the security problems that might exist in the communication
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process, we improve the traditional key agreement algorithm to enhance the key negotiation
security. Furthermore, we increase the multi-path transmission mechanism to become more
difficult for attacker to obtain complete data without affecting server data receiving. Finally,
we analysis the security about the method inferred to the full text. Our second contribution
is to present a safe medical data storage model and method in the cloud storage server. The
server receives medical data through a server buffer, its control area is responsible for data
processing and storage ,then decrypts uploaded medical data, and finally stores the data to
the storage database through the key encryption and the transparent encryption method. In
order to ensure the security of medical data in the cloud storage server, an access control
method with authorization is used. This scheme provides a secure access to the cloud storage
server through login authentication and access authorization for protecting the privacy of
patients’ medical data, isolation of access to patient data of medical staff who does not
participate in the diagnosis of disease and controlling the access period of authorized doctor
and nurse by the time of authorization. However, we do not consider the multiple identity of
medical staff, i.e., if the medical staff also is a real patient, whether it can be as common as
the operation of medical privacy data. Another issue is to study the mechanism of efficient
key generation, distribution and recovery.
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